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Here s where the story ends lyrics meaning

Somehow I lost. I wasn't listening to much new music in 1990, which is weird and disappointing given that I was still a college student, the last time many people are exposed to a lot of new music. But I was very busy with my first senior year and a new girlfriend and living in a house with four other guys and trying to score Bruce Springsteen bootlegs on CD
and besides, I didn't have a TV, so no MTV for me. All this is to say that somehow this pop gem passed me by. So when I first heard it a few years ago, I was blown away and felt like I discovered a rare treasure. The song seems light as a feather, but without any of the negative connotations such a description would normally carry. Instead, the combination of
David Gavurin's multi-track guitars and Harriet Wheeler's intoxicatingly sweet vocals, over a perfect and perfect rhythm section groove from Smiths are like watching flower petals carried into the distance in a gentle spring breeze. Until i hear the words. People I know places that I will make me feel tongue tied I can see how people look down They are inside
Sad. And all very relatable to many of us. Here's where the story ends intriguingly. That's a nice line. That's really cool. People I see, tired of me showing my good side Are tired of her showing her good side, or are they just tired of her and she refuses to give up? It's not clear, but they both work great. I can see how people look down I'm outside Hm. Is she a
little paranoid or is she really a outcast? Again, or it's entirely possible. Here's where the Ooh story ends here's where the story ends So far what we have is a perfect pop song: lovely music, engaging vocals and a compelling and recognizable lyrics. Is that memory of a terrible year that makes my eyes feel sore a memory? Interesting. What could that be?
Oh, I should never have said the books you read were all I loved you so it seems like the kind of thing that could cut a guy (admittedly, a very nerdy guy) for the fast. It's that little memory of a terrible year that makes me wonder why... what, exactly? It's the memories of the shed that make me turn surprise red surprise surprise Uh-oh surprise. And suddenly
things take a much darker turn. They were already gray, a little cloudy, but suddenly there's a storm over us before we even saw it coming. That... What happened in the shed? I think we know, more or less, what happened... but there are still more than a few variables, and the devil is in the details, as they say. The main thing, of course, is the question: how
willing was a participant? Crazy I know, places I go I don't think the narrator is meaning she's well acquainted with the - I suspect she's just being colloquial... but it's impossible to say for sure. Make me feel so tired that I can see how people look down I'm outside If we accept her word, this seems to indicate that she hasn't been paranoid about of that, and that
what happened in the shed, the rough outline is a matter of more than a little gossip around the city. Here's where the story ends Ooh here's where the story ends It's that little memory of a terrible year that makes my eyes feel sore and whoever thought the books you brought were all I loved Oh the devil in me said go to the shed and here she seems to be
taking at least some responsibility for what happened in the shed. I mean, she's saying she started the trip. Even here, however, she is distancing herself from the action, claiming it was the devil within her, which means she knows she shouldn't even like she's doing it... and still do it anyway. I know where I belong, on the other hand, this seems to indicate a
certain measure of self-aversion. Maybe she was already a outcast before the events with the books and the shed? But the only thing I really wanted to say was wrong, I was wrong, it was wrong more ambiguity. She's saying the only thing she ever meant was wrong? Or that all she wanted to do was tell her that what was happening was wrong, wrong,
wrong? It's that little memory of a colorful year that makes me smile inside and this is where, I think, we have a surprise away from the darkness and on an unexpected bright side. What could be the memory? There are just a few options that come to mind: your permanently tarnished reputation, an STD... or a baby. And which of these three is more likely to
make her smile, if only from the inside? So I cynically, cynically say that the world is so surprise, surprise, surprise, surprise, surprise And here I imagine her smiling at her little bundle of joy, singing it softly, just the two, alone, the only characters that matter. She's older, she's (unfortunately) wiser, maybe a little bitter, but maybe not as much as she thinks,
because, after all, she was the one who came out of that terrible, albeit colorful, year with something of value—the most valuable prize of all, in fact. Here's where the story ends for what? Because her story is over and her son's story is just beginning? Or because that's all in the past, a closed book, and from now on the two of you will start over, writing a new
story: theirs. This is where the story ends and that's all she wrote. The Sundays were a UK Alternative Rock group formed in London in 1987 by guitarist David Gavurin, vocalist Harriet Wheeler, bassist Paul Brindley and drummer Patrick Hannan. This contemplative song was the biggest sunday song internationally, surpassing the U.S. Modern Rock Tracks
chart. However, the song was never released as the group's native UK single due to the collapse of rough trade records. The lyrics are hard to understand in part because of Harriet Wheeler's broad English accent of the sharpened voice. Words are open to interpretation, especially especially Little reminder of a terrible year Wheeler sings about. The song
was updated by electronic duo Tin Tin Out in 1998. Its version reached #7 on the UK parade, as well as winning the Ivor Novello Award for Best Contemporary Song of 1999.American singer-songwriter Crystal Bowersox covered the song on her 2013 album, All That For This. She credited the selection to her producer, Steve Berlin. That was a suggestion
from Steve, she told Billboard magazine. I was six when that song was on the parades. Honestly, I didn't remember the song. I think it was before I got interested in music, but when he played for me, I connected with the lyrics. I liked the happiness of the melody. The lyrics are somber and melancholy, but the music is happy, and I like the mix of the two.
People I know places i'll make me feel tongue tied I can see how people look down They're inside Here's where the story ends People I see, tired of me showing my good side I can see how people look down I'm outside Here's where the story ends Ooh here's where the story ends It's that little memory of a terrible year that makes my eyes feel sore Oh I
should never have said the books you read Were all I loved you for is that little memory of a terrible year that makes me wonder why and it's the memories of the shed that make me turn surprise red Surprise Surprise Crazy places i'll make me feel so tired i can see how people look down i'm outside oh here's where the Ooh's ending story here is where the
story ends It's that little memory of a terrible year that makes my eyes feel sore and who would never have thought that the books you brought were all I loved you For Oh the devil in me said go to the shed I know where I belong But the only thing I really wanted to say was wrong, was wrong, was wrong It's that little memory of a colorful year that makes me
smile inside So I cynically cynically say that the world is so Surprise, surprise, surprise, surprise Here's where the story ends Ooh here's where the story ends Lyrics presented by spliphstar Here's Where the Story Ends as written by Harriet Ella Wheeler David Richard Gavurin Lyrics © Universal Music Publishing Group , Warner Chappell Music, Inc. Lyrics
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from the album Reading, Writing and ArithmeticReleased1990Recorded1989GenreJangle popLength3:54LabelDGCRough TradeSongwriter(s)David GavurinHarriet WheelerProducer(s)The SundaysRay Os domingos de singles cronologia Can't Be Sure (1989) Here's Where the Story Ends (1990) Love (1991) Here's Where the Story Ends é uma canção da
banda inglesa de rock alternativo The The released as the second single from their debut album Reading, Writing and Aithmetic. It was categorized as jangle pop. [1] Although it was the biggest sunday hit internationally, surpassing the US Modern Rock Tracks chart for a week, the track was never released as the group's native UK single due to the collapse
of Rough Trade Records. However, it reached 36th place in John Peel's 50th in 1990. Many artists covered this song, including Chinese star Faye Wong as Being Criminal on Ingratiate Oneself in 1994, and Tin Tin Out, which reached number seven on the UK Singles Chart in 1998,[3] as well as at number 15 on the US Hot Dance Music/Club Play chart. The
cover version of Tin Tin Out also earned the song the 1999 Ivor Novello Award for Best Contemporary Song. Crystal Bowersox covered the song on her second album, All That for This. Tin Tin Out version Here's Where the Story EndsSingle by Tin Tin Out with Shelley Nelson from the album AlwaysReleased16 March 1998Length4:03LabelVC
RecordingsVirgin UndergroundSongwriter(s)David GavurinHarriet WheelerProducer(s)Tin Tin OutTin Tin Out singles chronology Always Something (There There There To Remember ) (1995) (1995) Here's Where the Story Ends (1998) Sometimes (1998) Music video Here's Where the Story Ends on YouTube The English electronic music duo composed by
Darren Stokes and Lindsay Edward recorded Here's Where the Story Ends for their second album, Always in 1998. It features vocals by singer Shelley Nelson. The song peaked at number one on the UK Air And Number 7 on the UK Singles Chart. [5] It also peaked at number 10 in Scotland and number 21 in Iceland. On the Eurochart Hot 100, the song
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Cookie Collective, Espiritu and Captain Hollywood. However, his own production could easily be described as pop with a strong element of dance as the other way around. Here's where the story ends took the British Isles by storm, and early indications are that it could also do very well on the mainland. A number of remixes make the music suitable for
formats ranging from very smooth AC to dance. [6] Track listing CD single, Europe (1998)No.TitleLength1. Here's where the story ends (Radio version)4:032. Here's where the story ends (Mansa Soundtrack Version)6:113. Here's where the story ends (Original Extended Mix)5:504. Here's where the story ends (Tin Tin Tin Out Club Mix)7:535. Here's where
the story ends (Canny Remix)7:146. Here's Where the Story Ends (KLM Remix)8:11 CD maxi, US (1998)No.TitleLength1. Here's where the story ends Mix)4:032. Here's where the story ends (Extended (Extended Where the Story Ends (Tin Tin Out Club Mix)7:534. Here's where the story ends (Canny Remix)9:155. Here's where the story ends (Mansa
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Novello. BBC News. 1999-05-27. Retrieved 2012-01-10. ^ Tin Tin Out with Shelley Nelson - Here's Where the Story Ends (PDF). Music &amp; Media (page 3). Retrieved May 3, 2018. ^ Airborne (PDF). Music &amp; Media. p. 18. Retrieved December 23, 2019. ^ Music &amp; Media: Eurochart Hot 100 (PDF). Music &amp; Media. Retrieved May 3, 2018. ^
Íslenski Listinn Topp 40 (23.04.1998 - 30.04.1998) (PDF) (in Icelandic). Dagblaðið Vísir - Tónlist. Retrieved February 14, 2018. ^ Scottish Singles Chart (March 22, 1998 to March 28, 1998). Official Graphics Company. Retrieved February 14, 2018. ^ Tin Tin Out: History of the Artists' Parades. Official Graphics Company. ^ UK Dance Singles Chart Top 40
(March 22, 1998 - March 28, 1998). Official Graphics Company. Retrieved February 14, 2018. ^ Najlepsze single in uk top 40-1998 wg sprzedaży (in Polish). Official Graphics Company. Filed from the original on June 4, 2015. Retrieved December 21, 2019. External links Lyrics of this song on MetroLyrics This article related to rock songs from the 1990s is a
stub. You can help Wikipedia by expanding it by expanding it from
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